Partner with ACL Pathologists to Provide the Best Patient Care

Achieve the Best Patient Care Outcomes
ACL Laboratories has one of the nation’s largest networks of dedicated pathologists who provide a full range of anatomic and clinical pathology services throughout Illinois, Wisconsin and Northern Indiana. With over 90 pathologists board certified by the American Board of Pathology in Anatomic Pathology, Clinical Pathology or both, Great Lakes Pathologists, S.C. and Midwest Diagnostic Pathology, S.C. deliver unsurpassed pathology services. Our pathologists examine more than 500,000 cases annually, including tissue biopsies, gynecologic and non-gynecologic cytology specimens, bone marrow samples, flow cytometry cases and cytogenetics samples. In addition, many of our pathologists have completed fellowships and have additional subspecialty board certification.

Our consultative approach to pathology has enabled us to build strong relationships with physicians proving that interactive diagnostic collaboration is at the heart of excellent healthcare.
Pathology Expertise

Over 90 pathologists specialize in the following areas, examining more than 500,000 cases annually, including tissue biopsies, gynecologic and non-gynecologic cytology specimens, bone marrow samples, flow cytometry cases and cytogenetics samples. In addition, many of our pathologists have completed fellowships or have additional board certification in these areas.

- Breast pathology
- Clinical Pathology including Hematology, Coagulation, Chemistry, Microbiology and transfusion medicine
- Cytogenetics
- Cytopathology
- Dermatopathology
- Gastrointestinal pathology
- General surgical pathology
- Genitourinary pathology
- Gynecologic pathology
- Hematopathology including coagulation and flow cytometry
- Microbiology
- Molecular pathology
- Nephropathology
- Neuropathology
- Pulmonary pathology
- Transfusion medicine
- Transplant pathology
Pathologists Exceeding Your Expectations

Local to Your Community
- Pathologists on staff at local hospitals
- Available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
- Same day test results for STAT cases

Convenient for You
- Consultations – Pathologist to Pathologist
- Consultations – Pathologist to Provider
- Conferences – Online/In person/Phone

Team Approach to Patient Diagnosis and Treatment
- Answer questions or concerns regarding pathology results
- Discuss patient treatment options based on pathology results and consultation
- Provide consultations regarding unexpected or abnormal results
- Educating providers about new tests and the nature and prognosis of specific diseases
Highly Reliable Quality Assurance

- Ensure tests and procedures are properly performed, recorded and reported as outlined in ACL’s Quality Assurance Program
- Collaborate with medical staff to ensure ACL utilizes the latest testing methodologies while maintaining high quality standards
- Design protocols and establish parameters for performance of clinical testing
- Select, evaluate and validate testing methodologies

ACL Laboratories is committed to our quality assurance program. Our pathologists are professionally responsible and accountable for laboratory results. All of our pathologists are board certified and many also have subspecialty fellowship training. Moreover, Federal certification standards and Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations standards require certain professional, organizational and administrative services be provided in the clinical laboratory to assure quality laboratory services to patients. Under the medical direction of our pathologists, ACL Laboratories is accredited by the College of American Pathologists (CAP), the most recognized and respected accreditation in laboratory medicine.